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No birth announcement could top the headlines from the day Janie and Jack Perkins entered the

world. As twins born to a mother in a comaâ€”courtesy of a bullet from their fatherâ€”the sensational

story of their birth never quite died down. While Jack still craves the flash of a camera, Janie seeks

sanctuary behind the lensâ€”as a crime scene photographer.Thanks to Janieâ€™s line of work,

sheâ€™s comfortable around gruesome murders. But when old photos of her motherâ€™s body

arrive in the mail, they open deep-seated wounds and raise chilling new questions about who was

really responsible for that deadly night.Did Janieâ€™s father spend decades in jail as an innocent

man? Did an infamous serial killer actually take her motherâ€™s life? With photos in hand, Janie

brings the truth into focus. But when her investigation ends up invoking the wrath of the

long-dormant killer, she must race to piece together the final evidenceâ€”before she becomes the

target.Revised edition: This edition of Skewed includes editorial revisions.
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This was an ultimately unsatisfying read some parts were fully fleshed out and others were skimmed



over like she was tired of writing about them. Bouncing back and forth in time was an interesting

idea, but probably wasn't the most effective way to tell the story. It was an interesting premise,

though, and worth reading. I will watch for more from this author.

Good writer. Clean and interesting. Good story line. Could have left out some of the drama towards

the end of the book,but I recommend it. I gave it five stars, because my screen wouldn't let me say

four and one half.

Second book I read by this author and will look for more. Very interesting mystery which kept my

interest til the end

Anne McAneny knows how to hold your interest. Fast paced, twisted, "Skewed" got me involved. I

wanted to see what happened. There are some shocks. The characters were believable...though

perhaps could have been a little more rounded out.But nevertheless I very much enjoyed the book,

and will probably read it again.I recommend anyone who enjoys suspense & mystery to check this

out.

A mystery thriller that keeps you guessing right up to the end. Just when you think you have it all

figured out things change and you are reworking the puzzle.I absolutely love the way this author

tells a story. From past to present she fills in enough blanks that you think you may have a handle

on what's about to happen but think again. I can't wait to read another one of her books!

Enjoyed this book very much. Has good characters and the action kept the reader on her toes. Was

not able to predict ending. Highly recommended!

I like how it jumped thru time and alternating narrator. Found it easy to follow. Slightly predictable

but enjoyable.Listened to book vs read but I think it would still be the same.

Have you thanked a crew chief lately? Unless you've been on the flightline, on a trim pad, or in a

phase dock recently, you may not have seen one.They're not hanging out at the Shoppette. They

rarely have enough time between launches to eat at the DFAC. They're the ones with brake dust on

their hands, grease under their nails and a bit of "double bubble" stuck to the side of their

boots.They're the ones rolling out the gates at 0100.They're the ones pulling up to the AMU at



0500.They're the ones working weekend duty ... and nights ... and holidays.They're the ones who

generate air power.They're the muscle and the might behind sortie generation.We cannot fly, fight

and win without them.
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